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It is not always possible to play against a real live opponent, this may be by choice or due to  
circumstances so sometimes the only person you are able to play against is you. 
 
So what you need to do is find some sort of mechanism for controlling / guiding the enemy force so 
that you can have a reasonably challenging game all on your own. 
 
There are many ways that gamers play their games solo and lots has been written about them over 
the years. 
 
What you will find here is just one single system that has been written for Stars & Lasers, it is not 
meant as a complete solo rules set but just a simple set of instructions that you can use to control 
one or both forces in your games. 
 
Using the following simple rules and instructions will allow the enemy force to fight in a sensible 
way, hopefully giving you a reasonable opponent to fight against. 
 
These solo rules will never be able to produce the perfect AI opponent for you to battle against, but 
what they can do is hopefully give the impression of a thinking opponent albeit only on a basic level. 
 
There is also a simple system for picking the enemy force so you never know what you are going to 
fight against!! 
 
Also included is a random events table for you to use in your games if you wish, these events will 
add a little bit of the unpredictable to your battles, some of which could be good and some of which 
could be bad…   but all hopefully will be fun. 
 
These simple rules have been written to help you play Stars & Lasers solo, but they should work for 
any space combat game with a little adjustment. 
 
I hope you have fun using Stars & Lasers Solo Games. 

Mac 

 
 
You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there is also a 
section where you will find all the FAQ’s. 
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any feed 
back. 

Stars & Lasers!! 

Solo Games 
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Before Game Set-Up 
  
Before we can start to play we need to set up a few simple things, these will help you control the  
non-player force during the battle. 
 
The non-player force will be known as the ‘enemy force’ in these rules. 
 
Before the battle begins you need to decide on the type of battle you are about to have, is it a  
meeting engagement or is it a scenario or even part of a campaign. 
 
Picking the  Enemy Force 
 
If you do not have a set force that you are fighting against from a scenario or campaign then the 
simple system below can give you an opponent to fight against that you have no knowledge of  
before the game. 
 
What this means is that you will not know what you are facing so you will not be able to plan your 
force to fight a known enemy ( as long as you pick your force first! ) 
 
All you will need is a normal pack of playing cards, you just need one full suit of cards from the 
deck, shuffle these cards and put them in a pile face down on your table. 
 
For a 1,000 point game take the top five cards from this pile. 
For a game of around 500 points take the top three cards from this pile. 
For a game of around 1,500 points then take the top six cards from this pile. 
 
The force that is picked this way will sometimes be smaller than yours which will make the game 
slightly easier for you, but sometimes the enemy force will be bigger and stronger than yours which 
will make things harder for you. 

Ace Two Frigates 

Two Three Corvettes 

Three One Destroyer 

Four One Light Cruiser 

Five Two Frigates 

Six Three Corvettes 

Seven One Destroyer 

Eight One Heavy Cruiser 

Nine Three Corvettes 

Ten Two Frigates 

Jack One Battlecruiser 

Queen One Battleship 

King One Fighter Carrier 

Optional:   If a Fighter Carrier is not picked then the enemy force can have 1D3 Fighters and 1D3 
Fighter Bombers as off board fighter support. 
 
Optional:   Between 40 and 100 points could be added for upgrades if you wish to add any extra  
armour, weapons or engineers etc. to the enemy force; 40+D6x10 ( if the extra points for upgrades 
is used then it should be roll for and added to your own force as well ) 
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Aggression Level 
 
Now you will have to decide how the enemy force will fight during this battle, this will be based on 
the “aggression level” of the enemy force. 
 
To set the aggression level you must first determine if the enemy force is the Attacker in this battle 
or the Defender, if the scenario or campaign tells you then you can simply go straight to rolling for 
aggression. 
 
If you do not know if the enemy force is Attacking or Defending then roll a dice, if the result is odd 
then the enemy force is the Attacker, if the result is even then the enemy force is the Defender. 
 
Rolling for aggression 
 
Roll a D6 for the enemy force aggression level 
 
If the enemy force is the Attacker 1-3 Aggressive, 4-5 Neutral, 6 Defensive 
If the enemy force is the Defender 1-3 Defensive, 4-5 Neutral, 6 Aggressive 
 
The aggression level of the enemy force will tell you how their ships will behave during the battle, 
the following descriptions give the overall fighting style of the enemy force, but irrespective of the 
overall aggression of the force they will always fight the best way for the weapons their ships have,  
missiles / short range weapons / long range weapons etc. and must always try and accomplish the 
mission in the scenario if there is one.  
 
Aggressive: 
 
Ships in the enemy force will generally close in for the attack not worrying about their own safety, 
their only thought is to destroy the enemy. 
If the opportunity arises they will always concentrate as much of their firepower on one enemy ship 
at a time trying to cause as much damage as possible. 
 
Neutral: 
 
The enemy force will always try and balance its attacking with keeping its ships alive, but they will 
close in for an attack if they are given no choice even at the risk of losing a ship.   
A neutral force will always regroup giving others ships support if they start to take damage. 
 
Defensive: 
 
Ships in the enemy force will generally stay at a distance if at all possible and will only attack from 
close range when they have an advantage, either a numerical advantage or a greater number of 
weapons etc. or if they have no choice. 
Ships in this force will always try and keep together lending their support to each other if at all  
possible during the battle, if ships are separated from their groups they will make every effort to get 
back as soon as they can. 
 
Enemy Force firing 
 
Ships in the enemy force will always fire at their closest target, so when each ship is activated and 
finishes its move you then pick the closest target to fire at in each of the ships fire arcs ( the only 
time you can ignore this is if a scenario specifies a target ship / object ) 
 
If it is unclear which is the closest target within a fire arc then simply randomize between the  
targets to see which will be the target this time. 
 
If the ship can fire missiles at a target within 6” then it will do so ( if it has any missiles remaining ) 
the ship does not have to load its Hardpoints at the start of its activation like a normal player. 
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Normal turn activation rules apply plus the following extra rules 
 
The enemy force will always activate its closest ship to your force first and will behave according to 
the aggression level that was rolled for earlier. 
 
The next ship to activate would be next closest ship and so on until all ships have been activated. 
 
If it is unclear between a couple of ships which of them is the closest then randomize which one will 
activate. 
 
The enemy force must always attempt to carry out or complete any scenario objectives first before 
it attempts to do anything else. 
 
Any ship in the enemy force will pass on its activation if moving at this time would damage it!  This 
means that if there is an enemy ship in its way or maybe a missile or mine, it can delay its move to 
see if it can deal with the missile or mine or to wait and see if the enemy ships moves away etc. 
 
The only time it will willingly ignore the object / threat is if there are no other options available to it. 
 
 
Individual Enemy ship behavior 
 
 
Aggressive: 
 
The ship will always try and close in on its target and move into the best firing range and position it 
can find for the weapons it has. 
 
The ship will always fire missiles if it has any eligible targets within 16” range, if the target has fired 
its PDS this turn then this would become a priority target. 
 
Neutral: 
 
The ship will take a more balanced attack posture, it will not put itself in danger on purpose, it will  
always try and select single vulnerable targets if at all possible. 
 
The ship will always attempt to complete the objectives of the scenario but will never rush in or take 
unnecessary risks. 
 
The ship will always support other ships in its force, it will use its PDS and weapons to help them 
wherever it is in a position to do so. 
 
Defensive: 
 
The ship will always try to keep away from enemy ships unless it is forced to get close by the  
objective of the scenario or it has no other safer option, but it will still try and keep at its optimal  
weapons range for the weapons it has onboard. 
 
If enemy ships move in close then the ship will attack but it will try to move away again as soon as 
possible. 
 
The ship will use missiles if it can from a distance to try and keep enemy ships away, if this does not 
work it will move away again trying to maintain a safe distance. 
 
If it can this ship will always try and keep close to other ships in its force so that it can use its PDS 
and weapons to give support. 
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Fighters / Fighter Bombers   
 
All fighters will attempt to keep out of the enemies PDS whenever possible until they attack and 
even then they will try and limit the amount of PDS that can hit them. 
 
Fighters 
 
Fighters in the enemy force will always protect the ships in their force from enemy Missiles and also 
enemy Fighter Bombers, this is what they are in the battle for. 
 
To do this they will keep close to the main ships in their force, and will move out to attack  
approaching enemy Missiles and Bombers when necessary.  
 
Fighter Bombers 
 
Aggressive: Fighter Bombers in an enemy force will always try and target the biggest enemy ships 
if at all possible and will make multiple runs with multiple bombers on the same target whenever 
possible to try and maximize the damage done. 
 
Neutral: Fighter bombers in the enemy force will wait close by their other ships and will try and 
pick out and attack lone targets if possible, and will try and pick off the enemy from the flanks or 
the rear when given the opportunity. 
 
Defensive: Fighter Bombers in the enemy force will wait to attack any enemy ships that come close 
to the ships in their force and will only move away to attack the enemy if an objective in a scenario  
requires it. 
 
 
 
Possible changes to the aggression level 
 
The enemy force may change its aggression level during a battle, this may be due to a couple of 
things. 
 
First, seeing a ship with friends on board destroyed can change the way the remaining crews fight, 
so every time a ship is lost the enemy force would need to take a Response Check. 
 
Second, if the enemy force consists of just a single ship ( or the main ship in the enemy force ) and 
that ship has lost at least half of its hull points in damage then it would need to take a Response 
Check, and then again every time it loses more damage. 
 
Response check 
 
To take a Response Check roll a D20 and compare the result to the table below. 

Current aggression level   Aggression level change 

Aggressive 15+ The aggression level of the enemy force has now changed to Defensive 

Neutral 1 - 6 The aggression level of the enemy force has now changed to Defensive 

Neutral 15+ The aggression level of the enemy force has now changed to Aggressive 

Defensive 15+ The aggression level of the enemy force has now changed to Aggressive 

If the enemy force has changed its aggression level it will never take another Response Check, it will 
only ever change its aggression level once during a battle. 
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Random Events 
 
The random events can be added to your games if you wish, although they are not needed to play 
solo they can add some “unknown” or “fun” elements to your games. 
 
The random events table is very simple to use ( you will find this on page 7 ) all you will need is a 
normal pack of playing cards, you just need one full suit of cards from the deck, these you will draw 
from during the game and follow the instructions for the card in the table randomizing which side 
this event effects. 
 
At the start of the game shuffle your playing cards and put them in a pile beside your gaming table, 
this will be the random deck for your game. 
 
At the start of each turn ( including the first turn ) reveal the top card form this pile just before the 
first dice is pulled from the bag each turn in the game. 
 
Compare the card to the table to see what event has happened. 
 
Note: If you wish less random events in your games you can just add three or four cards from a 
different suit to your random event deck and when one of these cards are drawn nothing happens 
for that turn. 
Also it is suggested that if you are playing a scenario then you could leave out the special events 
cards from your random event deck as these can make the scenario harder, they are more suited 
for a meeting engagement type battle, but of course if you wish the extra “fun” then leave them in. 
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Two Power Failure: One ship picked at random has lost power to some of its systems, one  
of those is its shield generators, this ship has lost any remaining shields until the  
beginning of the next turn when they can be regained in the normal way. 

Three Targeting Failure: One random ship has had a targeting failure and has targeted a 
friendly ship, it will fire at the closest friendly target with all of its available weapons, 
this is done before any activation dice are drawn from the bag.  

Four Help has arrived: Two Frigates have arrived at a random table edge, set up within 6” 
of this edge and at full speed, pick randomly which side they belong to. 

Five Take Aim: One random ship will get an extra +1 to any critical hit rolls it makes  
during this turn, this is for all successful hits it has from any of its basic weapons,  
this does not include any special weapons the ship has, nor does it include missiles, 
rockets or torpedoes etc. 

Six They are moving Sir: One ship picked at random may make one extra full move at  
their current speed, all normal moving rules apply to this move, this move is done  
immediately before any dice are drawn from the bag ( this does not count as  
activating this ship ) 

Seven Malfunction: One ship picked at random has lost power to some of its weapons due  
to a system malfunction, this ship has lost half of its weapons ( rounding down ) for  
the whole turn, this will not affect any special weapons on the ship. Full power will  
not be reinstated until the system has been repaired. 

Eight Fire Onboard: One ship picked at random has had a system malfunction which has 
caused a fire onboard, this fire is now out, but it caused D3 hull points of damage to 
the ship before it was brought under control. ( this damage can cause critical hits as 
normal ) 

Nine Fire at will: One random ship gets to fire an extra time this turn, this does not include 
any special weapons the ship has, this ship fires immediately before any dice are  
drawn from the bag. 

Ten An inspiring Captain: One ship picked at random has got an inspiring Captain in  
command and the crew are going the extra mile, this ship gets to activate twice this 
turn ( it can move and fire twice ) it gets the extra activation when it is activated as 
normal, it just activates twice with the one dice. 

Random Events Table 
 
Compare the card drawn to the chart below to see what random event has happened. 

Jack Leeches:  See special rules for ‘leeches’ on page 8 

Queen What is that thing:  See special rules for the ‘thing’ on page 10 

King Look out for those Asteroids: See special rules for ‘asteroids’ on page 9 

Ace Plasma Storm:  A sudden plasma storm has hit this area and will remain for the next 
2D3 turns, and at the beginning of each turn immediately after the repair phase  
every ship in the area receives D3 –1 damage, the good news is that shields will  
protect against this damage, the bad news is that any damage taken is treated as  
normal plasma damage and is at +3 to the Critical roll. 

Note: Only one of the following special events can happen during a game so ignore any others 
drawn after the first, either draw another card for another event or nothing happens this turn. 
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Special rules 
 
Leeches!! 
 
Strange alien leech type creatures are converging on the area drawn by the energy discharges and 
start moving towards the ships.  
 
D3+3 leeches enter from the centre of one random table edge and move towards the closest ship at 
speed 10 and continue to move at the beginning of each turn until they reach a target or are  
destroyed, they move as a group and will stay within 2” of each other until they have caught a ship 
( use the leech templates from page 10 ) there are no restrictions to their movement they move and 
turn like fighters. 
 
The leeches can be targeted by normal weapons and PDS, each leech has only one point of damage 
so are easy to kill. 
 
Any shooting at a leech would need a 10+ to hit. 
 
If they manage to reach a ship they pass through its shields and attach themselves to the ships hull 
and start feeding on the ships power, the ship loses the power to run its shields and loses half of its 
thrust while the leech is feeding ( only one leech will feed from the ship the others now move on to 
the next closest target ) this will continue until they are all feeding or they have all been destroyed. 
 
Once feeding leeches can only be killed by other ships shooting at them, but there is always a 
chance they will miss the leech and hit the ship that it is feeding on. 
 
No ship can use its PDS against a feeding leech. 
 
To work out any shooting at a leech that is attached to a ship, roll for each shot fired and compare 
the result to the list below - 
 
1-5 completely miss the leech and the ship 
6-9 the shot hits the ship 
10+ the leech is hit and killed 
 
E.g. A Destroyer fires its forward firing lasers at a leech that is feeding on a friendly Frigate at 15” 
range, this is within range so the Destroyer needs a 10+ or more to hit. 
The Destroyer rolls its three dice and gets 2, 7 and 19 getting one hit and killing the leech ( 19 ) one 
hit on the Frigate ( 7 ) and one complete miss ( 2 ) 
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Asteroids!! 
 
It looks like a couple of asteroids have collided somewhere close by and have broken into small 
pieces and they are heading your way, pick one random table edge, for the next three turns groups 
of small asteroids enter from the centre of this table edge and will travel towards the centre of  
another random table edge ( print out the asteroid templates on page 12 ) 
 
The asteroids travel at 10+D6 inches at the beginning of each turn before the repair phase. 
 
The asteroids move this way until they leave the table or collide with an object or a ship. 
 
Each time any one of these small groups of asteroids hit a ship they do 2D3 damage and then the  
asteroids continue on their way. 
 
If any of these small asteroids hits another asteroid or moon etc. they will disintegrate into tiny  
pieces and float off harmlessly into space ( or crash into the surface of a moon or a planet etc. )  
remove this group of asteroids from the game. 
 
Once any group of asteroids reaches the edge of the table they are removed from the game. 
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The Thing!! 
 
A strange alien creature was travelling close by and has come over to investigate what’s going on, 
and of course to see if there is anything here it can eat…  
 
This creature is huge and seems to be some sort of bio ship, all attempts to contact the ship have 
failed, it doesn’t look like it wants to talk. 
 
Pick a table edge at random, the bio ship is placed in the centre of this table edge and starts at full 
speed. 
 
When the alien arrives add another different colour dice to the bag, when this dice is drawn each 
turn activate the bio ship. 
 
It will move towards the closest ship every turn and will shoot at it if it is in range, if it manages to 
destroy a ship it will move towards it and as soon as it is next to it the bio ship will stop ( reduce its 
speed to zero ) and will start to feed, it must stay next to the dead ship for one complete turn. 
 
Once the big ship has finished feeding it will move towards the next closest ship and will repeat the 
above steps, it will keep doing this until either it has lost over half of its hull points or it has fed on 
three ships ( it does not matter which ships ) 
 
Once it has lost over half of its hull points or it has fed on three ships it decides to move off to 
another sector to see what is there to eat, move this ship each turn towards the nearest table edge. 
 
The ship will move towards the table edge in a straight line and will only turn if there is an asteroid 
or something similar in it’s way, it will ram any ship that gets in it’s way. 
 
Now the bio ship is moving towards the table edge it will only use its PDS to defend itself and will 
not fire any of its weapons unless a ship gets in it’s way ( within it’s front arc ) it is only interested in  
leaving the area. 
 
If the bio ship reaches the table edge then remove it from the table. 
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Print these leech templates out and stick them to thin card or laminate them, once cut out they give 
you six individual leeches to use in your games. 
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Print these asteroid templates out and stick to thin card or laminate them to use in your games. 


